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This is the seconds set of practice pages I have 

made for my daughter. If you are interested in 

the first set, visit this post: Beginning Readers 

Worksheet Pack to Accompany the Bob Books. 

http://homeschoolden.com/2012/06/19/beginning-readers-worksheet-pack-to-accompany-the-bob-

books/  



Bob Books Set 2 
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hill 
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run 

dog 

cap 
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Bob Books Set 2 

Color the word bus in red. 

Color the word hill in blue. 
 

bus rug car hat 

kids hen bus hill 

bed hill cat cap 

hen fox bus car 

hill run dog pig 

sun cat pig hill 

cap bed hen cat 

hill car kids bed 

cat hat cap fox 

fox bus box rug 

car box run hen 

bus hill sun hill 

dog rug car dog 

pig cap bed fox 

run hen fox cap 

rug kids hill bus 

hat sun hat sun 

car hill hill box 



Bob Books Set 2 

Color the word fox in orange. 

Color the word bed in green. 
 

bus rug fox bed 

kids hen box hill 

bed sun fox bed 

hen fox sun car 

box run dog pig 

sun cat pig fox 

cap bed hen cat 

hill car kids bed 

cat hat cap fox 

fox dog box rug 

car box run bed 

bus hill sun cap 

dog rug car bed 

pig bed bed fox 

run hen fox cap 

rug kids hill kids 

fox sun hat sun 

bed pig hill box 



Matching and tracing 

 hen 

 rug 

 sun 

 hill 

 pig 

 bed 

 box 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 pig 

 box 

 rug 

 sun 

 hill 

 hen 

 bed 
 



Bob Books Set 2 

The cat likes sleeping on the bed. Make a path on all 

the words that say "bed."  

 
 

bed bed car hat 

kids bed bed bed 

bed kids cat bed 

hen fox bus bed 

hill run dog bed 

bed bed bed bed 

bed dog hen cat 

bed car kids box 

bed bed bed fox 

fox bus bed rug 

car box bed bed 

hat bed sun bed 

bed bed bed bed 

bed cap bed fox 

bed bed bed bed 

rug kids hill bed 

hat sun bed bed 

car hill bed box 
 

 



 Matching and tracing 

 bus 

 run 

 cat 

 kids 

 fox 

 cap 

 car 

 kids 

 car 

 bus 

 cap 

 run 

 cat 

 fox  
 



 Matching and tracing 

 dog 

 run 

 hat 

 bus 

 kids 

 fox 

 pig 

 Bus 

 Fox 

 Dog  

 Kids 

 Pig 

 Run  

 Hat 
 



The Fox is chasing the hen. Follow the "hen" to the end 

by filling in all the boxes with the word hen.  

 

 

hen hen car hat 

kids hen box hill 

bed hen cat cap 

hen hen sun car 

hen run dog pig 

hen hen hen hen 

hen hen car hen 

hill car kids hen 

cat hen hen hen 

fox hen box rug 

hen hen run box 

hen hill sun cap 

hen hen hen hen 

pig cap bed hen 

run hen hen hen 

rug hen hill kids 

hat hen hen hen 

car pig box hen 

 



The boy is running up the hill. Fill in all the boxes 

with the word "run" to find the path he takes. 

 

 

run run run hat 

kids hen run hill 

bed sun run run 

hen fox sun run 

box run run run 

run run pig car 

run bed hen cat 

run car kids bed 

run run run fox 

fox dog run run 

car box fox run 

rug run run run 

dog run car dog 

run run bed fox 

run hen fox cap 

run run run kids 

hat sun run run 

car pig hill run 
 



What comes between: 

3 ___ 5 

7 ___ 9 

1 ___ 3 

4 ___ 6 

10 ___ 12 



Color in the correct number  
7  

9  

4  

6  

8  

10  



Add these numbers 

3 + 2 = _____ 

 

 5 + 4=_____ 

 

6 + 3 = _____ 

 

4 + 4 = _____ 

 

6 + 6 = _____ 



Color Words 

Trace the words with the 

correct color 

purple 

red 

yellow 

green 

 

blue 

orange 

pink 

black 



Count by 2s 

 2 

  

  

 8 

  

  

  

 16 

  

  
 


